Learn From The Source

This official Microsoft study guide teaches IT professionals how to manage a Windows 2000 network environment as they prepare for MCP Exam 70-218, a core requirement for MCSA certification and an elective for MCSE. Work at your own pace through a system of skill-building lessons and hands-on exercises. And use the special exam-prep section—more than 200 pages—plus a testing tool to assess what you know and where to focus your studies before taking the actual exam. Topics map directly to the objectives measured by the exam, including managing file, print, and Web resources; configuring network infrastructure; managing servers and client computers; creating Active Directory organizational units and Group Policy; and implementing and troubleshooting remote access.

You get the study guide in print and on CD-ROM; exam preparation, including objective-by-objective review; test-readiness tool; MICROSOFT ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NETWORKING, Second Edition, eBook; and a 120-day evaluation version of Windows 2000 Server.

PLUS, LIMITED-TIME OFFER: this kit includes a voucher for a 15% discount on the exam fee at VUE testing centers.

My Personal Review:
Microsoft Press has left no stone unturned in its attempts to help you study for the 70-218 Managing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Environment. MCSA Training Kit - Managing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Environment is organized into two parts. Part 1 of this self-paced book covers every objective prescribed by Microsoft in order to successfully negotiate the 70-218 exam. Each chapter in Part 1 is divided into lessons. Each Lesson begins with a brief summation of what you will learn as well as what you will need to attempt the hands-on labs for that lesson. Each lesson concludes with a lesson summary and review question—these review questions are not to be compared to the actual exam question. The review questions are there to serve as a quiz on what you reviewed in the lesson. Part 2 of this book is organized by the exam objectives. The 70-218 exam has five primary objectives that are covered on the actual exam. Every chapter in this book relates to one of those five primary objectives—
or Objective Domains. I like this due to the fact Microsoft Press has made it easier for you to find your weakness and concentrate you energy on studying those areas. The Objective Domains are filled with questions and Case Studies that are vital to pay attention to when studying for the exam. Also Part 2 is filled with recommendation on further reading. This section lists supplements reading material recommended by Microsoft Press to help you thoroughly understand the material covered.
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